Run the Bank simulation

Whether you are looking to compliment your existing programme with
a highly engaging simulation, transform the way you induct your new
employees into your bank or embed your leadership behaviours and
organisational values in a practical setting - Run the Bank will deliver

Run the Bank is a unique

simulation, designed to equip
participants with an overview of your
Bank’s products and services,
strategy, structure, risk culture and
values. Over a day, participants run
their own bank, rotating through
each area of their bank to learn what
the key functions do, experiencing
first-hand the strategic, leadership,
financial and regulatory challenges
of running a successful global bank.

Corporate/Commercial
Banking
Retail Banking

Operations/
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Global Banking
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Investment
Banking

…your Bank’s
specific divisions,
products and
services
Fully tailored to
reflect your Bank

The simulation will focus not
only on what your Bank does,
but how it does it - based
around your principles and way
of business. And working with
you, we will tailor the simulation
to reflect the areas you would
like to focus on including…

Private Banking

…your Bank’s performance
metrics, strategic targets, balance
sheet, capital requirements
and income statement

A full set of financial statements are provided for
each bank highlighting the return on equity by
division and other key financial metrics.
Dashboards are produced for each line of
business each round highlighting the key
drivers of their performance.

…your Bank’s
Principles and
Code of Conduct
Client focus
Accountability
Integrity
Trust
Innovation…

MDA Training
Listen, Create, Deliver, Sustain
mdatraining.com

…your Bank’s risk
strategy and culture and
regulatory commitments

The Bank operates within a strict
regulatory framework and teams must
adhere to all regulations and satisfy
capital, liquidity and stability ratios. They
are expected to have a regulatory mindset
and the leadership team should be
engaging with the regulator and seeking
ways to enhance communication.

About us

At MDA Training
we have over 30
years experience of
designing and
delivering bespoke,
scalable and flexible
learning solutions for
our banking clients

We build long-term,
trusted relationships
with our banking clients

